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1．Product Brief Introduction
Seeeduino XIAO is the smallest Arduino compatible board in Seeeduino
Family. It is an Arduino micro-controller that is embedded with the
SAMD21 microchip. The interfaces of Seeeduino XIAO is rich enough in
such a tiny Dev Board as well. For more product details.

2．PCB Design
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[DXF] Dimension in DXF (Top and Bottom)
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3．Test Plan
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Seeed Manufacturing
From quotation to manufacture, we are here to help you quickly turn your prototype
into mass production. We know projects are often time critical. To help you understand
the process and timeline of our services we have this sample guide below. Each project
is a unique case. Adding extensive functionality or requiring numerous certification to
be met any increase the development time. The time frame provided are for typical
projects we accept. Click the image below to learn more about our service!
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Seeed has been practicing agile manufacturing for years and have supported
hundreds of projects as they scale. The Shenzhen technology ecosystem is the
best supply chain to produce IoT devices of any quantity. Based on open source
hardware designs, Seeed can share the supply chain with customers minimizing
overhead in sourcing, quality control, delivery, etc. We hired the best talent in
the electronics industry and built a strong engineering infrastructure ready to
ramp up and produce quality results.

About Seeed Fusion
Seeed Fusion specializes in affordable but professional PCB manufacture and full
turnkey PCB Assembly services to fit any budget. With over 10 years of
experience in full-scale paper-to-product manufacturing, worldwide sourcing
and supply chain management, Seeed Fusion takes the hassle out of realizing
your design. Seeed Fusion PCBA service offers an unrivalled instant online
quotation platform that obtains live pricing from the likes of DigiKey and
Mouser, just upload the formatted BOM file for a full quotation in seconds. Plus,
by choosing all parts from the Open Parts Libraries (OPL), a catalogue of over
150,000 parts local parts, you can reduce the PCBA production time to just 7
working days. The service is also packed with value-added services and options,
including the signature Design for Assembly (DFA) review, whereby Seeed’s own
electronic engineers provide their expertise to help you avoid costly pitfalls that
could make or break a project. Click the image below to learn more!
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